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Britten, Moeran, Walton and Kenneth Leighton. Britain's leading composers have worked closely
with Raphael, many having written works especially for him including Sir Peter Maxwell Davies,
Kenneth Leighton, James MacMillan, John Metcalf, Paul Patterson, Robert Simpson, Robert
Saxton, Roger Smalley, Giles Swayne, John Tavener and Adrian Williams.

Raphael Wallfisch, cello
BBC National Orchestra of Wales
Benjamin Wallfisch, conductor

He lives in London with his wife, the violinist Elizabeth, and has three children, Benjamin, Simon,
and Joanna. www.raphaelwallfisch.com

Benjamin Wallfisch
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Ernst Bloch (1880-1959)
Voice in the Wilderness (1936)
I
Moderato
II
Poco lento
III
Moderato
IV Adagio piacevole
V
Poco agitato - cadenza
VI Allegro giocoso

26.20
3.00
4.28
2.48
5.11
4.18
6.35
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André Caplet (1878-1925)
Epiphanie (d’apres une légende éthiopienne) (1923)
I
Tempo di pastorale - Cortège. Modére
II
Cadence
III
Dance de petits nègres

21.37
10.43
3.57
6.57
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Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
Mélodie hébraïque, Kaddisch (1914) arr. Ravel 1920
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Benjamin Wallfisch was awarded First Prize in the 2001 British Reserve Insurance Conducting
Competition and at the age of 22 appointed Associate Conductor of the English Chamber
Orchestra. Between 2003 and 2005 he was Assistant Conductor of the Netherlands Radio
Philharmonic, and in 2013 he took up the position of Music Director of the Crested Butte Music
Festival of Colorado.
Benjamin has conducted the London Symphony, London Philharmonic, BBC Symphony,
Philharmonia and Ulster Orchestras and the City of London Sinfonia. In 2005 he made his
Australian debut conducting the Sydney Symphony Orchestra at the Sydney Opera House and in
2009 his US debut conducting the Los Angeles Philharmonic at the Hollywood Bowl. Other guest
conducting highlights have included the Bavarian Radio Philharmonic, Weimar Staatskapelle,
Hamburg Symphony, Zagreb Philharmonic, Netherlands Symphony, SWR Stuttgart Radio
Symphony, North Carolina Symphony, Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra and Helsingborg
Symphony Orchestras. He has conducted the orchestra of the Beethoven Academy Krakow as
part of Poland’s prestigious Beethoven Easter Festival, and the Prague Philharmonia at the
‘Dvorak in Prague’ Festival.
Acclaimed by The Strad as “one of the finest accompanists anywhere on the podium”, Benjamin
has performed concerti with some of the world's finest soloists in including Evelyn Glennie, Pekka
Kuusisto, Freddy Kempf, Dame Felicity Lott, Branford Marsalis, Igor Oistrakh, Jean-Yves
Thibaudet and John Williams.
Benjamin’s concert compositions are published by Edition Peters and he also works extensively
as a film composer, having received nominations in the Emmy, Ivor Novello, and World
Soundtrack Awards for his work. His most recent film score ‘Summer in February’ was released
on Deutsche Grammophon.
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Hebrew text in a letter written to his mother four years after the work had been completed; and the
melody is, in fact, an adaptation of a South German cantorial chant Uv’chen ten pachdecha, sung
in Ashkenazi synagogues during the Amidah section of the liturgy for the High Holy Days.
Of Schelomo Bloch wrote, “Almost all my works, even the darkest ones, still end optimistically, or
at least with some hope. This is the only one that concludes in complete negation. But the subject
demanded it.” The opening of the Book of Ecclesiastes will confirm his observation: “The words of
Kohelet, the son of David, king in Jerusalem. Vanity of vanities, saith Kohelet . . . And I applied my
heart to seek and to search out by wisdom concerning all things that are done under heaven . . .
and, behold, all is vanity and a striving after wind.”
Despite the enormously demanding technical skills required of the soloist, this is not a concerto in
the usual sense, but rather a dialogue; and virtuosity is always the servant of that expressiveness
in which the spiritual and sensual are fused.
© 2014 Alexander Knapp

Ernest Bloch
Schelomo. Rhapsodie hébraïque (1915)
Lento moderato
Allegro moderato
Andante moderato

11
12
13

22.02
8.41
5.33
7.48
Total playing time 75.13

Recorded at Hoddinott Hall, Cardiff, UK. 2-4 January 2013
Nimbus Records & Raphael Wallfisch are grateful to Michael Berman and Katharine Verney
for their generous support which has enabled the release of this CD.

Raphael Wallfisch

Produced in association with BBC Radio 3 and the National Orchestra of Wales

Raphael Wallfisch is one of the most celebrated cellists performing on the international stage. He
was born in London into a family of distinguished musicians, his mother the cellist Anita LaskerWallfisch and his father the pianist Peter Wallfisch.
At an early age, Raphael was greatly inspired by hearing Zara Nelsova play, and, guided by a
succession of fine teachers including Amaryllis Fleming, Amadeo Baldovino and Derek Simpson,
it became apparent that the cello was to be his life's work. While studying with the great Russian
cellist Gregor Piatigorsky in California, he was chosen to perform chamber music with Jascha
Heifetz in the informal recitals that Piatigorsky held at his home.

Photography: © 2014 Benjamin Ealovega
Design by Mikael Carlsson

At the age of twenty-four he won the Gaspar Cassadó International Cello Competition in Florence.
Since then he has enjoyed a world-wide career. Teaching is one of Raphael's passions. He is in
demand as a teacher all over the world holding the position of professor of cello in Switzerland at
the Zürich Winterthur Konservatorium and at the Royal College of Music in London.

Producer Adrian Farmer
Engineer Huw Thomas
Assistant Engineer Hugh Everett

Raphael has recorded nearly every major work for his instrument. His extensive discography on
EMI, Chandos, Black Box, ASV, Naxos and Nimbus explores both the mainstream concerto
repertoire and countless lesser-known works by Dohnanyi, Respighi, Barber, Hindemith and
Martinu, as well as Richard Strauss, Dvorak, Kabalevsky and Khachaturian. He has recorded a
wide range of British cello concertos, including works by MacMillan, Finzi, Delius, Bax, Bliss,
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Although Bloch had written Schelomo two decades prior to Voice in The Wilderness, the intimate
relationship between the two compositions is tangible. And yet there are important differences, not
only in overall architecture, but also in musical colour: Voice in the Wilderness has been described
as “bronze and brown”, Schelomo as “red and gold”. The latter work was written in Geneva in
January and February 1916 when the composer was at the height of his self-styled “Jewish Cycle”
(six epic works dating from 1912-16, plus his unfinished opera Jézabel).

The two great works for cello and orchestra by Bloch, Schelomo and Voice in
the Wilderness are amongst my very favourite to play. I grew up listening to the
wonderful recording by Emanuel Feuermann and the Philadelphia Orchestra
conducted by Stokowski, and long before I could play the piece knew every note
from memory!

Bloch had, over a number of years, noted down themes for a vocal setting of selected verses from
the biblical Book of Ecclesiastes, the authorship of which is attributed to King Solomon (Heb.
Schelomo) who reigned some 3000 years ago. Bloch had felt, however, that the French, German
or English languages were somehow unsuitable for the purpose, and that his grasp of Hebrew was
inadequate. During a reunion with Alexandre Barjansky (see above) and his wife Katja (18901965) in Geneva towards the end of 1915, Bloch was keen to share with them his “Jewish Cycle”
in general, and this new work in particular. Barjansky was greatly moved by what he heard.
Realising that the cello was the solution to the language problem, Bloch reformulated his sketches
and passed them to Alexandre for scrutiny, while Katia at the same time made a small sculpture
of King Solomon. In gratitude, Bloch dedicated Schelomo to the Barjanskys.

Bloch is able to encapsulate the fervent nobility, grandeur, tragedy, and joy of
the Jewish legend with unequalled pathos and skill. In Schelomo the cello takes
on the main role of the voice of King Solomon,the orchestra creating the
atmosphere and framework for the tale to be told. In Voice in the Wilderness,
the cello provides obligato commentaries on the music set out by the orchestra
in each piece.

According to Bloch, “it is possible to imagine that the solo cello is the incarnation of King Solomon,
and that the orchestra represents his internal world and his experience of life, though sometimes
it is the orchestra that seems to reflect Solomon’s thoughts, while the solo instrument voices his
words.” Bloch places much emphasis on the magnificence of courtly life in ancient Jerusalem: “the
royal pomp, the treasure, the wealth, the power, the women, all that a man might desire in this
world” and “the barbaric coloration of an Oriental world” that surround him. The rhapsodic manner
and glittering instrumentation are supported by a powerful structure in ternary form (ABA), plus an
introduction and coda.

Andre Caplet’s Epiphanie is a masterpiece in subtle orchestration and
atmospheric colour. The virtuoso cello solo this time tells the story of the
Adoration of the Magi and celebration of the birth of Christ in an Ethiopian setting!
Ravel’s profound setting of the Jewish prayer, Kaddish, ties the three main
works together in its deeply felt contemplation.
It is of great significance that I have recorded these amazing pieces with my
dear son Benjamin.

The heroic melody that appears before and during the great orchestral climaxes occurring towards
the end of the first and third sections of Schelomo is built upon motifs that bear a strong
resemblance to those of Tzur Yisroel (“Rock of Israel”), a traditional synagogue chant that appears
at the end of Part I of Bloch’s monumental Sacred Service. And although there are numerous
motifs throughout the six published works of the “Jewish Cycle” that are the composer’s
subconscious transformations of biblical and cantorial chant, in only one instance did Bloch
acknowledge that he had consciously taken a melody from a traditional source, namely, that which
appears for the first time at the beginning of the middle section of Schelomo. He quoted the

We would like to dedicate the recording to the many members of our family that
perished in the Holocaust.
Raphael Wallfisch, 2013
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in the Wilderness. Especially original, however, is the haunting pianissimo ostinato drum beat – a
characteristically Ethiopian element - pulsating beneath the otherwise unaccompanied solo cello
The Finale is a dance mainly in a regular five-beats-per-bar rhythm, bringing the work to a rousing
conclusion.
Although Ravel was born in the Basque village of Cibourne in the Basses Pyrénées, he and his
parents (Basque mother and Swiss father) moved to Paris when he was three months old; and it
was there that he died some 62 years later. There has been speculation that Ravel had Jewish
antecedents, a claim firmly denied by the composer. Nevertheless, his settings of one Aramaic text
and two Yiddish texts for voice and piano reveal a deep sensitivity to Jewish music. Indeed, he is
on record as describing the extent to which he was attracted to its “strange and haunting beauty .
. . I was so bewitched by the mysterious color and exotic charm of these melodies that for weeks I
could not get this music out of my mind.”
The first of the three songs, published alone, was Mejerke, Main Suhn (1910); the second and third
- Kaddisch (German transliteration) and L’Énigme Éternelle (Di Alte Kashe), respectively – were
composed in 1914 and published together the following year under the title Deux Mélodies
Hébraïques. The orchestral version of Kaddisch was arranged by the composer in 1919. Ravel
may have come across these pieces in one of the many publications of traditional sacred and
secular music brought out by the “Society for Jewish Folk Music” founded in St Petersburg in 1908.
The Kaddish text appears frequently in its various forms throughout the Jewish liturgy. Although
usually associated with mourning, it is in fact a prayer of praise to God, and it contains no mention
of death. There are numerous traditional melodies; and the one used by Ravel is a Missinai tune
(i.e. “as sacred as if it had been handed to Moses on Mount Sinai”), dating from the Middle Ages
in Germany and chanted ever since by Ashkenazi Jews during the High Holy Days (New Year and
Day of Atonement). It is based upon motifs - some melismatic, others metrical - derived from
traditional Jewish modality (nusah), which form the framework for cantorial improvisation
(hazzanut), but which in this prayer are fixed in contour and sequence.
Ravel’s harmonization has elicited widely differing responses and reactions. For some
commentators his chords and figurations are ingenious, e.g. in passages where vertical (and
almost vertical) clusters comprise the pitches of the melodies they accompany, thus translating
ancient modes into a Classical twentieth-century language. For others, there is an unresolved
conflict between Jewish modality and Western tonality. Uncontestable, however, are the richness
of the harmonic textures which never cloud the clarity of the voice of the cello, the sense of space
created by high and low pedal points in the orchestration, and the breathtaking otherworldliness
of the work as a whole.
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Bloch, Caplet and Ravel: Music for Cello and Orchestra
It may be significant that the three composers whose music is represented on this recording were
born within five years of each other in the last quarter of the nineteenth century; all were native
French speakers; and all were fascinated by musical genres emanating from beyond the Western
Classical canon. Ernest Bloch, 1880-1959, incorporated into his works some of the traditional
musical characteristics of East and South East Asia, as well those of Switzerland (land of his birth),
the USA (land of his adoption), and his Jewish religious and cultural heritage. André Léon Caplet,
1878-1925, introduced Middle-Eastern melodic and rhythmical modes, as well as Persian,
Spanish, and Haitian elements, into a number of his compositions. In the music of Maurice Joseph
Ravel, 1875-1937, one can find examples of Provençal, Spanish, Italian, Roma, Jewish, Greek,
Malagasy, South-East Asian, American, and Scottish melos, among others. The style and ethos
of each composer are individual and recognizable; yet their respective musical languages reflect
an unmistakable affinity at a deeper level.
Bloch was born in Geneva into a Western Ashkenazi family (his ancestors having lived in Alsace,
South West Germany and Switzerland over a period of several centuries) and died in Portland,
Oregon, at the age of nearly 79. His early years were spent in Switzerland, Belgium, Germany and
France. From 1916 until 1930, he lived in the USA. He moved back to Europe in 1930, but returned
to America at the beginning of 1939 and remained domiciled there for the final twenty years of his
life.
Bloch’s published works for cello span a period of over four decades. His first was Schelomo –
Hebrew Rhapsody for cello and orchestra, completed in 1916. This was followed by Three
Sketches – From Jewish Life, and Méditation Hébraïque, each for cello and piano and dating from
1924. Voice in the Wilderness – Symphonic Poem with Cello Obbligato came next in 1936. (Nigun,
1947, from the Baal Shem Suite, had originally been composed for violin and piano in 1923.) In
1954 he wrote Symphony for Trombone or Cello, followed in 1956-57 by three unaccompanied
solo suites.
Voice in the Wilderness (Voix dans le Désert), consisting of six meditations, was written while
Bloch was living in Châtel, Haute Savoie, in the mountains near Geneva. He described the work
in these words: “The various movements follow and link each other quite naturally. They are
sometimes bound together by a barely perceptive thematic relationship or ‘reminiscence’ but each
has its own clearly defined character.”
NI 5913
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Voice in the Wilderness was originally conceived for the piano – and indeed there is a separate
version for piano solo, entitled Visions et Prophéties (comprising five of the six movements), which
Bloch wrote subsequently. But at this early stage, the composer found himself constantly singing
extra counterpoints to what he was playing at the keyboard; and despite suffering from poor health
at the time, he persevered patiently with its construction and decided to add a cello part. The
inspiration behind this idea was the celebrated cellist Alexandre Barjansky (1883-1961), whom
Bloch had first met in 1909, and who was a central influence in the composition of Schelomo (see
below). In June 1935, Barjansky visited Bloch in Paris (where he was living temporarily) and,
together, they went to perform sections of this still incomplete work to Edmond Fleg (1874-1963:
librettist for Bloch’s operas Macbeth and Jézabel and three Psalm settings). The great enthusiasm
with which it was greeted encouraged Bloch to finish the cello and piano version by mid-August
1935, and the orchestrated version in late-January 1936.
The process of finding a suitable title was arduous. Bloch had sent his friend Carl Engel (18831944) a detailed analysis of his composition including indications as to the fluctuations of mood
and atmosphere within each movement. Engel recalls that, during his visit to Bloch in Châtel, he
was deeply moved by the religious fervour and prophetic eloquence of Bloch’s playing; and it was
the image of a “voice in the wilderness” that came spontaneously into his mind. Without hesitation,
the composer wrote these words on the front page of his manuscript since, for him, this title was
perfect.

Although there are no conscious quotations from the traditional Jewish music repertoire, the
fingerprints of Bloch’s “Jewish” style are ubiquitous: for example, the use of traditional Ashkenazi
and Middle Eastern modal resonances in general and the frequent appearance of the “exotic”
augmented second interval (with semitones on either side) in particular, bare parallel fourths or
fifths, dotted rhythms and “Scotch snap”, occasional fanfares reminiscent of the traditional calls of
shofar (ram’s horn), frequent changes of tempo and metre, dynamic extremes, vivid contrasts of
intensity and calm - sometimes gradual and sometimes abrupt.
Musical references to earlier compositions may be found here in abundance: Trois Poèmes Juifs
(1913), the three Psalms, 137, 114, 22 (1912-14), Israel Symphony (1915-16), Schelomo (1916),
String Quartet no.1 (1916), Baal Shem Suite (1923), America – Epic Rhapsody (1926), and the
Avodath Hakodesh (Sacred Service, 1930-33) - as well as anticipations of future works such the
Violin Concerto (1938) and Suite Hébraïque (1951).
Caplet was born in Le Havre and died in Neuilly-sur-Seine when only in his late 40s, as a result of
health problems arising from his military service during World War I. Although he had enjoyed a
brilliant reputation as an orchestral conductor in France and the USA in his early career, and was
greatly admired by Debussy, Épiphanie – fresque musicale d’après une légende éthiopienne
(1923-24), completed a year before his death, was one of only half-a-dozen works for orchestra,
the majority of his oeuvre comprising vocal and choral works (strongly influenced by Catholic
Plainchant) and some instrumental chamber music.

Each movement has, in principle, the same bipartite structure: the first section, purely orchestral,
is where the thematic material is presented; the second is where the solo cello enters, with
orchestral accompaniment, and reflects melodically and rhythmically upon the mood and content
of what has come just before. Although no specific programme per se was ever intended by Bloch,
the following indicators might give a general impression of the emotional world depicted: The first
movement expresses a grave and solemn sentiment, and the second reveals touches of bitterness.
The third is more energetic and extrovert in character, whereas the fourth enters an idyllic
dream-like dimension. The fifth, like the third, is more lively and forceful, and ends with a
passionate and highly chromatic cadenza for solo cello; and the sixth, the longest of all, radiates
joy, confidence, hope, and “the victory of the spirit”, concluding with a diatonic melody redolent of
purification and peace. All these sections follow each other without a break, except for a brief
pause between the last two. Unity is ensured by the use of “cyclic” form, where themes presented
in earlier movements recur, sometimes identically and sometimes in different guises, in later ones.
This is a feature common to many of Bloch’s works.

Tempo di pastorale opens and closes with a nocturnal soundscape, whereas the middle portion –
Cortège - is a slow march in four-time. There are shifting tonal centres, chord progressions,
melodic figurations, intervals of the augmented second, and sequential passages that are
reminiscent of Bloch - especially his Viola Suite of 1919. And the Cadenza that forms the middle
movement is remarkably similar to the cadenza near the end of the fifth movement of Bloch’s Voice
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Épiphanie creates an esoteric atmosphere by means of the widely varied colours of the large
symphony orchestra - sometimes intense, sometimes transparent and refined - that form the
backdrop to the virtuoso writing for the solo instrument, including pizzicati, glissandi, double
stopping, harmonics and rapid scale passages. In each of the three movements, the cello
expresses moods and feelings ranging from beauty and tenderness to menace and mystery. The
air of improvisation is omnipresent; and there are many unexpected twists and turns. The melodic
style constantly shifts between the lyrical and the fragmented.
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